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This half day workshop is designed for leaders 
and project managers who say:

“How do we make collaboration a little easier?”
"I want to help my team collaborate on 
our projects and we aren’t sure how”

"I want my team to be working differently ... 
and I need to support them to do that"

"What does working more collaboratively actually look like?"

MAKE
COLLABORATION
WORK! An essential ‘how to’ 

workshop 
for collaborating 
across boundaries in
the water sector

www.twyfords.com.au



CREATING A COLLABORATIVE  ORGANISATION
This half day workshop is designed for your project leaders and managers 

who are curious and want to collaborate better.

You want to know:
• When to collaborate 
• When NOT to collaborate
• How to set up a collaborative process & start 
   working together effectively
• What it looks and feels like to think and act like 
   collaborators ... the everyday dynamics 
   of collaboration.

This half day practical workshop provides:
• An introduction to complexity and when 
   collaboration is the appropriate response
• Twyfords ‘Power of Co’ framework and 
   collaboration tools for your team 
• An experience of the collaborative 
   behaviours and skills you need to change 
   the way you work.

"Really engaged our team and 
encouraged them to 

open up and share challenges" 
- Sterling NT

"Helped build the capability of all of us"
Melbourne Water 

Twyfords Australia and New Zealand
Book online:
twyfords.com.au/make-collaboration-work/
Call 02 4226 4040 or 
email collaboration@twyfords.com.au

Schedule a half day workshop for up
 to 30 people delivered in your offices 

Introductory price of $4,450 for 
bookings made before Christmas
 - Book before 21st December
   2018 to get the introductory price
   of $4,450 + GST + travel costs  

Ready to 
collaborate?

About Twyfords
Twyfords exists to unleash the power of 
collaboration to tackle the world’s most 

important and complex challenges.  

Workshop leaders
Stuart Waters, John Dengate, or 

Vivien Twyford - all directors of 
Twyfords and authors of 

The Power of Co. 

Other products
This workshop is the first of a series of products that 
support teams and organisations on a collaborative 

journey.

At the end you will:
• Know what to do to plan and deliver a project collaboratively
• Understand the difference between ‘business as usual’ and collaborative approaches
• Have insights into the habits that need to change and what it takes to chance them
• Realise how your personal style impacts collaboration
• Be clearer about the skills and behaviours that make collaboration work.


